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	Title: Exploring new graduate nurses' mental health and well-being as they transition to practice during an epidemic or pandemic: a scoping review protocol
	JBI Centre: Memorial University Nursing Collaboration for Evidence-based Health Care, St. John's, Canada
	Reviewer Name: Robin D. Burry
	Email address of the Primary Reviewer: rdburry@mun.ca
	Question: What is known about the mental health and well-being of new graduate nurses during an epidemic or pandemic? 
	Population: New Graduate Nurses (NGNs) will be defined as registered nurses with less than two years of practice. Nurse practitioners, registered practical nurses, licensed practical nurses as well as registered nurses with more than two years of experience who are transitioning to new areas of practice will be excluded from this review.
	Intervention Type: [Intervention & Phenomena of Interest (comprehensive)]
	Intervention Description: As this is a scoping review protocol, this section will indicate the concept. Mental health is defined by the WHO (2023) as a vital factor contributing to overall health with mental well-being, that is a state of well-being that helps an individual manage one's life stressors, learn and work, and actively participate in their community. It is a foundational state that informs individual decisions, fosters relationships and one's personal, community and socio-economic development when viewed as a collective. All factors related to mental health and well-being will be included in this review.

	Comparator Types: [No comparator (qualitative review)]
	Comparator Descripton: As this is a scoping review protocol, this section will indicate the context.
Literature pertaining to public health crises such as epidemics and pandemics will be considered. According to the Center for Disease Control (2012) and the Government of Canada (2017), an epidemic is defined as an increase in the number of cases of disease in an area compared to norm (i.e. Ebola Virus, SARS-CoV [Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome]); whereas, a pandemic refers to the spread of disease across numerous countries and continents such as COVID-19 and H1N1. Other respiratory or gastrointestinal outbreaks will be excluded (i.e. influenza, enterovirus). Outbreaks that do not meet the threshold for a public health crisis will also be excluded. All practice settings and geographic areas will be included. 
	Outcome Type: [Outcome & Context (comprehensive)]
	Outcome Description: As this is a scoping review protocol, any outcome is of interest.


